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Executive Summary  

  
McCallum High School, opened in 1953, is one of AISD’s most successful ethnically and economically 
diverse campuses, with an active student body, outstanding faculty, committed administrators and 
engaged families. Its nationally recognized signature program, the districtwide McCallum Fine Arts 
Academy, serves over 500 students from all attendance zones and continues to leverage substantial 
resources from numerous community partners, providing invaluable financial and in-kind support for the 
district.  
 
Despite decades of outstanding achievements in academics and the arts, by 2007, McCallum had come to 
lag significantly behind nearly every other AISD high school in the condition and adequacy of its 
facilities. Many areas of the school were in need of extensive renovations or additions to accommodate 
modern technology, correct health and safety issues, and adequately address the educational needs of a 
growing student population. 
 
In 2008, McCallum High School embarked on a year-long public process to develop a Campus Master 
Plan that would identify overall campus goals and prioritize facility needs for future bond cycles. The 
initial plan, approved by the McCallum Campus Advisory Council in 2009, was revised in 2016 to reflect 
evolving needs and conditions.  
 
The McCallum community is grateful for the help received in the district’s most recent bond packages. 
However, McCallum’s overall space for instructional areas and support programs remains decidedly 
inadequate for current needs, and many existing classrooms require significant renovations to meet AISD 
High School Educational Specifications or to address health and safety issues. In addition, McCallum still 
lacks critical facilities to support the district’s nationally recognized Fine Arts Academy, a rigorous four-
year program that serves a diverse body of talented students from every AISD attendance zone.  
 
Equally concerning, McCallum’s current facilities are insufficient to accommodate McCallum’s projected 
46% growth in resident student enrollment by 20251, a figure does not appear to include the hundreds of 
students who transfer from other attendance zones to attend the districtwide Fine Arts Academy. We 
strongly urge the district to plan now to accommodate this looming increase.  
 
The McCallum Campus Master Plan is intended to serve as a guide for future district bond initiatives. To 
that end, it identifies urgent priorities suitable for an interim limited bond, as well as larger facility needs 
should the district elect to pursue a major bond package.  
 
For an interim bond that is limited in scope, McCallum has identified the following critical facility 
priorities:  
 

1. Dedicated dance studio and dressing rooms meeting AISD High School Educational 
Specifications and sufficient to accommodate McCallum’s Fine Arts Academy dance majors, as 
well as its many general dance students. The dance studio is urgently needed to provide safe, 
sufficient facilities for students and instructors, and to alleviate pressure on facilities and 
scheduling for other departments (dance classes and rehearsals must currently share space with 
wrestling, drill team, and theater, as well as football during inclement weather). This was a priority 

                                                
1 AISD Ten Year Student Population By Residence, Fall 2016-2025, Executive Summary) 
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item for McCallum in the 2013 bond package, but was unfortunately grouped in one of the two 
bonds that failed. It remains a top priority item for the first available bond package.  

 
2. Special Education Conference Room to accommodate legally required ARD/IEP meetings in 

compliance with AISD’s High School Educational Specifications. 
 

3. Covered main entrance and fully accessible sheltered waiting area to provide protection from the 
elements for students with disabilities in bus loading area.  

 
4. Air quality and climate control improvements including new exhaust fans for science classrooms, 

new HVAC system for the small gymnasium, and separate HVAC system for Media Technology 
room to maintain safe, efficient conditions for students, staff and equipment. 

 
5. Security cameras for interior and exterior of school.  

 
6. Renovate restrooms in Fine Arts Building for ADA compliance. 

 
7. Renovate Registrar/PEIMS/Data Processing area, including HVAC system, to provide secure 

adequate storage for student records, protect student privacy and improve overall efficiency. 
  
For the next major bond, we strongly urge the district to ensure capacity for McCallum’s projected 
ten-year 46% enrollment growth and to bring the campus into compliance with AISD High School 
Education Specifications as much as possible.  
 
To conserve resources and avoid the cost of land acquisition, we recommend building up on the existing 
site, beginning with the construction of at least one multi-story addition to be located on the southwest 
rear of the school where the existing math wing stands or at the main entrance facing Sunshine Drive. 
Such an addition would provide each full-time teacher with a dedicated classroom appropriate to his or 
her subject area and each school department with appropriate technology, conference and work areas. The 
full plan would also provide appropriate facilities for the McCallum Fine Arts Academy, which serves 
hundreds of students from throughout the district.  For locations and possible infill areas, please see 
Appendix B, or refer to the AISD Individual Campus Plan, Planning for McCallum High School (April 
2012, LYM Architecture) or the Austin ISD, McCallum High School Athletics Facilities Assessment (April 
16, 2012, SHW Group), copies of which are available in the McCallum principal’s office. 
 
The following list summarizes McCallum’s full facility needs by category: 
	  

1. Special Education 
 
A. Provide full-sized conference room that conforms with High School Educational Specifications 
for legally mandated ARD/IEP meetings. (PRIORITY) 

 
2. ADA 

 
A. Install attractive, functional covering at main school entrance to provide a fully accessible 
sheltered waiting area for students with disabilities where they board or disembark from buses.  
(PRIORITY) 
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B. Renovate restrooms in the old Fine Arts Building for ADA compliance. (PRIORITY) 
 
C. Renovate faculty restrooms in Administrative area and women’s faculty restroom in Science 
hallway for ADA compliance. 

 
C.  Bring the McCallum campus into full compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) including door hardware, door weight and pressure, parking, and ramps. See Appendix D for 
details. 
 
3. Health and Safety 

 
A. Install new exhaust fans in science classrooms to ensure safe adequate ventilation. (PRIORITY) 

 
B. Install new HVAC system in small gymnasium. This area of the school is not serviced by the 
main HVAC system, and urgently needs a new system for adequate and efficient climate control. 
(PRIORITY) 

 
C. Install new separate HVAC system in Media Tech classroom to ensure safe temperatures for 
students and equipment. (PRIORITY) 

 
D. Add security cameras to interior and exterior of school. (PRIORITY) 
 
E.  Install lights and water for the marching band’s outdoor paved practice area and provide an 
adjacent shade structure. 
 
F. Provide shade structure/cover for heavily used courtyard between Main Building and Fine Arts 
Building.  
 
 
4. Career and Technology Education (CTE) 

 
A. Provide two additional classrooms/computer labs to accommodate enrollment growth in Media 
Tech program and animation/gaming.  

 
B. Provide Maker Space area with adequate room for construction, operation and storage, 
particularly for for robotics, similar to the Maker Space at Anderson High School.  
 
 
5. General Classrooms/Labs Expansion  (PRIORITY) 
 
A.  Construct a multi-story addition, in combination with ground floor infill if necessary, to 
provide: 

 
 (1) Minimum of 20 new classrooms to replace existing portable buildings and provide permanent 
classrooms for full-time teachers who must currently float, as well as the CTE facilities listed in 
Section 4 above; 
 (2) Minimum of 10 additional rooms to provide appropriate conference space, work areas and 
computer labs for each department in compliance with High School Educational Specifications. These 
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rooms should be located near their respective departments, whether in a new addition or in the 
existing buildings, and should include the following. 
  (a) Foreign Language: 1 875 SF fully equipped language computer lab (may be shared 
with another department if necessary); 1 800 SF storage/teacher office/prep/work area. Please note 
that existing Foreign Language Rooms should also be supplied with missing Furniture, Fixtures and 
Equipment (FF&E) to include: 5 bookcases per classroom, 1 map set per classroom, 1 globe in target 
language per classroom, 2 magazine racks per classroom, 1 high-speed audiotape recorder, 
  (b) English: 1 800 SF writing lab; 1 875 SF teacher office/prep/storage   
 room. 
  (c) Math: 1 875 SF computer lab; 1 800 SF teacher office/workroom. 
  (d) Science: 1 700 SF tech support room; 1 800 SF      
 teacher/conference/workroom, 
  (e) Social Studies: 1 750 SF multi-use computer lab; 1 800 SF teacher   
 office/prep room.  

  
B.  Evaluate and renovate existing classrooms school-wide. Renovations should include the following, 
as needed:  

 • Repair and/or increase the number of electrical outlets to accommodate modern technology;  
 • Replace chalkboards with whiteboards;  
 • Increase storage space inside classrooms;  
 • Repaint classrooms. 

 
C. Install covers for walkways linking buildings. Classrooms on the McCallum campus are housed in 
several different buildings, but few of the exterior walkways are protected from the elements. Students, 
faculty and staff would benefit greatly from simple covers to keep them dry or shaded as they travel 
across campus. Covered walkways should link the field house, theater addition and band hall with each 
other and with the main building. 
 
D. Complete locker replacement begun in previous bond initiatives. 

 
 

6. Physical Education/Athletics  
 
A. Expand and renovate existing Field House:  
 
 (1) Provide adequate athletics training room. 
  
 (2) Expand and renovate boys’ dressing rooms and male coaches’ office.  
   
 (3) Provide separate designated practice areas for drill team and dance program (dance 
facilities may be constructed adjacent to new theater if relocation is deemed more practical and space 
allows).  
  
 (4) Renovate weight room. 
 
         (5) Provide a designated mat room and practice area for wrestlers. 
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(6) Increase paved practice area for marching band to regulation size (water, lights and shade 
structure are also needed for practice area, and are listed under Health and Safety category).  

 
 (7) Improve HVAC system throughout field house, especially dressing room areas, to limit 

growth of bacteria and mold. 
 

 (8) Provide large meeting area as described in High School Educational Specifications to 
include screens, film/media/computer technology, and white boards.  

 
B. Expand and Renovate Large Gymnasium: 
 

(1) Renovate girls’ locker room, including installation of larger lockers. Current space is 
generally inefficient and current lockers, many of which are broken, are inadequate to store 
personal items during PE class and practices. 

  
 (2) Increase storage space in the gym area to secure PE equipment. Current storage closets are 

moldy, insufficient in size, and block maintenance access. 
  
 (3) Install a permanent sound system adequate to be heard during pep rallies, games, assemblies 

and band performances. Current mobile system is insufficient and not always available. 
  

 (4) Provide at least one multi-purpose classroom in the gym area for required classroom 
work. Room should include desks, dry erase board, storage for textbooks and videos, wiring for 
technology. 

  
  
7.  Fine Arts  
 
 A. Dedicated dance studio meeting AISD High School Educational Specifications and sufficient to 
accommodate FAA dance majors, as well as general dance students, including dressing rooms. 
(PRIORITY) 
 
B. Full size band halls to meet AISD High School Educational Specifications. 
 
C. Three additional music classrooms to accommodate Piano, Guitar and AP Music Theory classes. 
 
D. Fourth visual arts room to McCallum theater (blueprints provide location) to accommodate 
continued growing enrollment, including Academy majors and general population students. 
 
E. Two theater classrooms to accommodate the FAA’s growing theater and theater tech programs, as 
well as general population students. 
 
F. Office space for Fine Arts staff and teacher workroom located within or adjacent to the fine arts 
complex, with appropriate FF&E (Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment).  
 
G. Diva Acoustical Shell for McCallum theater (this item was in original design, but was later cut). 
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8. Administrative/Faculty   
 
A. Renovate Registrar/PEIMS/Data Processing area, including HVAC system, to provide safe 
adequate storage for records, protect student privacy and improve overall efficiency. (PRIORITY) 
 
B. Construct a 2000 square-foot expansion of the administrative area on the front of the school 
towards the driveway. At a minimum, this expansion should:  
 

(1) Provide a secluded waiting room away from main desk in front office. 
  
(2) Increase office size for School Resource Officers to accommodate two officers and 4-6 students. 
  
(3) Provide large conference room for administrators, approximately 800 SF, with a large 
conference table. Note: This conference room may be located anywhere on campus, not necessarily in 
the existing administrative area. 
  
(4) Return the existing Counselor’s Conference Room for use by that department (see Special 
Education, Section 1 above). 

 
C. Expand teacher workroom to accommodate copiers and provide sufficient workspace. 
  
D. Expand existing faculty lounge as much as possible and provide a door connecting it to outside; enclose 
the adjacent area to create a faculty courtyard, furnished with weatherproof tables and chairs, to provide 
additional usable space. 
  
E. Expansion of the administrative area should do as much as possible to meet security requirements 
contained in AISD’s Educational Specifications, including providing a clear view of the school entrance. 
This could be achieved replacing the existing hallway wall of the administrative area with a glass wall to 
provide a view of the entrance. We also recommend installing light tunnels to provide natural lighting in the 
interior offices in the administrative area. 
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About the McCallum Campus Master Plan 
  
Built in 1953, McCallum High School operated for over half a century in its original building with few 
major renovations or additions. Arguably AISD’s most creative campus, the school for many years relied 
on this creativity to transcend its cramped, aging facilities and make the most of its limited physical 
resources. Like the classic middle child, McCallum was frequently overlooked as the district divided its 
limited attention and resources between newer campuses in growing suburban areas and struggling east 
side schools. 
  
Despite outstanding achievements in academics and the arts, by 2007, McCallum had come to lag 
significantly behind nearly every other AISD high school in the condition and adequacy of its facilities. 
Many areas of the school were in need of extensive renovations or additions to accommodate modern 
technology, correct health and safety issues, and adequately address the educational needs of a growing 
student population. Few, if any, of McCallum’s facilities were even close to meeting AISD High School 
Educational Specifications.  
  
In the 2007-08 school year, AISD undertook an interim bond, but due to its limited scope and time frame, 
the district did not encourage the inclusion of additional items beyond central staff’s original 
recommendations. Though McCallum was able to secure a few important upgrades in this bond, the 
campus as a whole still required major work and even identifying its many needs presented a daunting 
challenge. Realizing such an effort would take time, the McCallum community began its homework in 
preparation for the next school bond. 
  
In the fall of 2008, the McCallum Campus Advisory Council (CAC) created the McCallum Campus 
Master Plan Task Force. The Task Force was specifically charged with developing a master facilities plan 
that would: 
  

•  Provide well-designed, highly functional space for all school departments, offices, classes, 
programs, and activities;  
  
•  Ensure that all departments, offices, classes, programs, and activities are provided for in a fair and 
equitable way;  
  
•  Identify priorities and provide a logical, agreed-upon sequence for building out the plan, 
recognizing ongoing funding constraints;  
  
•  Reflect the district’s commitment to environmentally sound building practices and operations;  
  
•  Include flexibility to accommodate future growth or new programs, as needed;  
  
•  Enjoy the broad support of the McCallum community. 

  
The CAC appointed a Task Force chair to recruit and organize a group that would include representatives 
of McCallum’s faculty, administration, parents, and the surrounding neighborhood. The recruitment 
process extended over a two-month period and included direct outreach to parents, school employees and 
the Brentwood Neighborhood Association, within whose boundaries McCallum lies. All interested parties 
were invited to participate and those with professional expertise in architecture, landscaping, the building 
trades or other relevant fields were especially encouraged to join the project. The final Task Force 
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comprised the school principal, two faculty representatives, one community representative and seven 
parent representatives, including an architect, landscape architect, school bond expert, and two builders. 
  
The Task Force began its work in January 2009 by developing a timetable and soliciting information 
about facility needs from every academic, administrative and staff department. Members met monthly 
from January 2009 through May 2009 to present findings, organize requests, determine priorities, and 
identify possible locations for new or expanded facilities. All Task Force meetings were open to the 
public and Task Force representatives reported periodically to the McCallum CAC, the McCallum PTA, 
and McCallum Friends of the Academy.  
  
The Task Force presented the final draft of the McCallum Campus Master Plan to the school community 
for comment in May 2009. After suggested changes were reviewed and incorporated, the McCallum CAC 
voted to approve the final plan on October 5, 2009. The plan was subsequently used to inform and support 
AISD bond initiatives in 2010 and 2013. 
 
In the spring of 2016, the McCallum administration and CAC reviewed and updated the 2009 plan, with 
input from all campus departments, to reflect gains made in the intervening bond cycles and to identify 
campus priorities for future bond packages. The McCallum CAC approved the revised 2016 McCallum 
Campus Master Plan on May 2, 2016. 
 
The 2016 McCallum Campus Master Plan builds on the extensive work conducted by members of the 
original Campus Master Plan Task Force including: principal Mike Garrison; faculty representatives 
Audrea Moyers and M. Scott Tatum; community representative Dale Henry, President Brentwood 
Neighborhood Association; parent representatives Mark Brown, Stephan Davis, Sherri Greenberg, Joan 
Hyde, Jesse Lee, Vera Massaro, and chair Susan Moffat. We remain deeply grateful for their service to 
the McCallum community. 
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Overall Campus Goals 
  
In general, any renovations, major repairs or new construction on the McCallum campus should address 
the following overall goals wherever possible. 
  
• Align all McCallum facilities with AISD High School Educational Specifications to the highest degree 
possible. 
  
• Bring the McCallum campus into full compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). 
  
• Ensure that every teacher has an appropriate dedicated classroom and that every school department has 
sufficient technology, conference area or office space necessary for productive work. 
  
• Improve the esthetics and functionality of the campus while preserving and showcasing the history of 
the school. 
  
• Provide attractive welcoming entrances to the campus at both major points of public entry, adjacent to 
the main office and to the Athletics/Theater/Music area. 
  
• Incorporate as many environmentally sound features as possible, such as energy efficient lighting and 
additional bicycle racks, to promote a green campus. 
  
• Incorporate additional display cases, bulletin boards and gallery space school-wide to showcase student 
work and awards. 
  
• Plan for additional facilities to accommodate potential growth to 2000 students. 
  
• If substantial additional parking is required to accommodate additions or new construction, a shared 
parking agreement should be pursued with the City of Austin for its nearby property on Sunshine Drive or 
with Dart Bowl on Grover Avenue. 
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Facility Needs By Category 
  
While McCallum requires urgent upgrades and renovations in many areas, we recognize the district’s 
ongoing budgetary constraints and have attempted to prioritize our most critical needs.  
 
For ease of use, we have grouped facility requests by department or category, with urgent priority items 
noted in parentheses and specified in the Executive Summary. A complete list of all facility needs may 
also be found in Appendix D. 
  
Please note that each section of this document may stand alone if necessary. If, for example, AISD 
decides to address athletic facilities generally in the next bond, that section may be used as a guide to 
McCallum’s needs, regardless of whether these items are identified as current priorities. In short, we do 
not intend our priorities to be so rigidly construed as to prevent upgrades to our facilities if the 
opportunity arises. 
  
Finally, we believe many of our facility needs may be best addressed by building up on our existing site, 
beginning with a multi-story addition, located on either the southern rear side of the school or as part of a 
reconfigured main entrance. For locations and possible infill areas, please see Appendix B or refer to the 
AISD Individual Campus Plan, Planning for McCallum High School (April 2012, LYM Architecture) or 
the Austin ISD, McCallum High School Athletics Facilities Assessment (April 16, 2012, SHW Group), 
copies of which are available in the McCallum principal’s office.  
 
1. Special Education  
 
McCallum’s Special Education Department has no conference room of any size in which to hold legally 
mandated ARD/IEP meetings. Currently, the department must displace school counselors from their own 
small conference room, which is far below AISD High School Specifications for this purpose and 
insufficient to accommodate the 10-12 adults typically required for such meetings.  
 

A. Provide a Special Education Conference Room that meets AISD High School Education 
Specifications to accommodate legally required ARD/IEP meetings in compliance with AISD High 
School Educational Specifications. (PRIORITY) 
 

 
2. Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Compliance. 
  
Built decades before passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), McCallum remains 
substantially out of compliance with ADA requirements compared to the district’s newer campuses. 
Recent bonds addressed such crucial items as accessible drinking fountains and restrooms in the main 
building, but a number of issues remain. Information about current ADA conditions at McCallum, 
including a detailed list of required renovations and relevant ADA regulations, are contained in Appendix 
D. 
 

A.  Renovate the main entrance to provide an attractive, functional covered entrance and fully 
accessible sheltered waiting area to provide protection from the elements for students with disabilities 
where they disembark from buses.  (PRIORITY) Note: This project may be undertaken in 
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combination with recommended improvements to the administrative area and/or a proposed multi-
story addition at the main entrance (see Sections 5 and 8). 
 
B. Renovate restrooms in the old Fine Arts Building for ADA accessibility. (PRIORITY) 
 
C. Bring the McCallum campus into full compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
including door hardware, door weight and pressure, parking, and ramps. See Appendix D for details. 

 
 3.  Health and Safety 
 
The following facility upgrades are urgently needed for the health and safety of students and staff. 
  

A. Install new exhaust fans in science classrooms to ensure safe adequate ventilation.  McCallum’s 
science classrooms were renovated several years ago to meet the state’s four-year science 
requirement, but at that time the old exhaust fans were simply reinstalled in the renovated rooms. 
These aging units are insufficient to provide adequate ventilation and safe conditions for students 
and staff, and should be replaced as soon as possible. (PRIORITY). 

 
B. Install new HVAC system in small gymnasium. This area of the school is not serviced by the main 

HVAC system McCallum received in a previous bond, and urgently needs a new system for 
adequate and efficient climate control. (PRIORITY). 

 
C. Install new separate HVAC system in Media Tech room. Current system is inadequate to maintain 

safe working conditions for students, staff or equipment, with temperatures often in the 80-90 
degree range. (PRIORITY). 

 
D. Add security cameras to interior and exterior of school. (PRIORITY) 

 
E. Install lights and water for the marching band’s outdoor paved practice area and provide an 

adjacent shade structure. 
 

F. Provide shade structure/cover for heavily used courtyard between Main Building and Fine Arts 
Building. This area is essential to provide for student overflow during lunch periods and a large 
portion remains unprotected from the elements.  

 
Note: As with most urban structures, rats and rat droppings are a recurring problem in all buildings on 
campus. While these issues do not rise to the level of a bond item, they continue to pose health and safety 
concerns and should be addressed through ongoing maintenance and prevention. 
  
  
4. Career and Technology Education (CTE)  
 
Due to McCallum’s age, the campus has only a very limited number computer labs and no flexible space 
suitable for classes or workshops involving robotics or to accommodate our rapidly growing Media 
Technology program. Given Austin’s prominence as a technology hub and McCallum’s achievements as 
a creative campus, functional spaces for these courses should be priorities moving forward. Please note 
that these facilities may also be addressed in a new multi-story structure proposed in Section 5.  
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A. Provide two additional classrooms/computer labs to accommodate growth of McCallum’s acclaimed 
Media Technology program and animation/gaming classes.  
  
B. Provide Maker Space with adequate room for construction, operation and storage of materials, 
including those for robotics, similar to the Maker Space at Anderson High School. Robotics and 
technology are growing fields that elicit high student interest and offer increasing employment 
opportunities in Austin and nationally, and our campus should be prepared to support these subject areas. 
 
 
5. General Expansion/Renovation (PRIORITY) 
 
McCallum is projected to experience an astonishing 46% growth in resident student enrollment2 by 2025. 
Yet our existing classroom and conference space remains decidedly inadequate even for current needs and 
many existing classrooms require significant renovations or technology upgrades. A primary goal of the 
original 2009 Campus Master Plan was simply to provide each full-time teacher with a dedicated 
classroom appropriate to his or her subject area and each department with appropriate technology, 
conference and work areas. Despite our best efforts, this goal has yet to be achieved.  
  
To safely accommodate our current and future student population, we strongly urge the district to be 
proactive and ensure sufficient facilities for McCallum are included in the next major bond initiative. 
We believe the most practical solution to address extensive facility needs will be to construct at least one 
multi-story addition and to expand current gymnasium and field house areas. Please note that other 
facility requests included in this plan, such as a Special Education conference room and special use 
classrooms for PE and Fine Arts areas, might also be located in a new addition. In general, all new 
classrooms should be grouped to facilitate mentoring and collaboration among department faculty.  
 
For locations and possible infill areas, please see Appendix B, or refer to the AISD Individual Campus 
Plan, Planning for McCallum High School (April 2012, LYM Architecture) or the Austin ISD, McCallum 
High School Athletics Facilities Assessment (April 16, 2012, SHW Group), copies of which are available 
in the McCallum principal’s office. 
    

A.   Construct a multi-story addition, in combination with ground floor infill if necessary, to 
provide: 

(1)  A minimum of 20 new classrooms to replace existing portable buildings and provide 
permanent classrooms for full-time teachers who must currently float; 
(2)  A minimum of 10 additional rooms to provide appropriate conference rooms, work areas 
and computer labs for each department to conform to High School Educational Specifications. 
These rooms should be located near their respective departments, whether in a new addition or 
in the existing buildings, and include: 

(a) Foreign Language: 1 875 SF fully equipped language computer lab (may be shared with 
another department if necessary); 1 800 SF storage/teacher office/prep/work area. Please 
note that existing Foreign Language Rooms should be supplied with missing Furniture, 
Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) to include: 5 bookcases per classroom, 1 map set per 
classroom, 1 globe in target language per classroom, 2 magazine racks per classroom, 1 
high-speed audiotape recorder, 

                                                
2 AISD Ten Year Student Population By Residence, Fall 2016-2025, Executive Summary 
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 (b) English: 1 800 SF writing lab; 1 875 SF teacher office/prep/storage   
 room. 
 (c) Math: 1 875 SF computer lab; 1 800 SF teacher office/workroom. 
 (d) Science: 1 700 SF tech support room; 1 800 SF      
 teacher/conference/workroom, 
 (e) Social Studies: 1 750 SF multi-use computer lab; 1 800 SF teacher   
 office/prep room.  

  
B.  Evaluate and renovate existing classrooms school-wide. Renovations should include the 
following, as needed:  
 • Repair and/or increase the number of electrical outlets to accommodate modern technology;  
 • Replace chalkboards with whiteboards;  
 • Increase storage space inside classrooms;  
 • Repaint classrooms. 
 
C. Cover walkways linking buildings. Classrooms on the McCallum campus are housed in four 
separate buildings, not including portables, but few of the exterior walkways are protected from the 
elements. Students, faculty and staff would benefit greatly from simple covers to keep them dry or 
shaded as they travel across campus. Covered walkways should link the field house, theater addition 
and band hall with each other and with the main building. 
 
D. Complete locker replacement begun in previous bond initiatives. 
 
 

6.  Physical Education and Athletics 
  
Built decades before the passage of Title IX, McCallum continues to work to ensure that sufficient 
Athletics and PE facilities are available to its full student population, but expansions are badly needed. 
Due to limited space on McCallum’s site, it does not appear practical to combine the school’s existing 
Field House and Gymnasium area into one complex as recommended by AISD High School Educational 
Specifications. Rather, expanding the existing Field House and the existing Gymnasium areas may be the 
most workable plan to accommodate McCallum’s growing Physical Education and Athletics needs.  
   

A. Renovate and expand existing Field House to ensure that all areas, including dance program areas, 
comply with AISD High School Educational Specifications to the highest degree possible. Any 
construction or renovation of coaches’ offices should increase accessibility and visibility to students 
and practice areas. In all areas of the building, ventilation should be improved.  
  
At a minimum, Field House renovations should include the following: 

  
 (1) Provide adequate athletics training room. 
  
 (2) Expand and renovate boys’ dressing rooms and male coaches’ office.  
   
 (3) Provide separate designated practice areas for drill team and dance program (dance facilities 
 may also be constructed adjacent to new theater; see Fine Arts in Section 7).  
  
 (4) Renovate weight room. 
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         (5) Provide a designated mat room and practice area for wrestlers. 
 
 (6) Increase paved practice area for marching band to regulation size (water, lights and shade 
 structure are also needed for band practice area, and are listed under Health and Safety category).  
 

(7) Improve HVAC system throughout field house, especially dressing room areas, to limit growth 
of bacteria and mold. 
 

 (8) Provide large meeting area as described in High School Educational Specifications to include 
screens, film/media/computer technology, and white boards.  

  
B.  Expand existing gymnasiums, adjacent offices and locker areas to comply with AISD High School 
Educational Specifications as much as possible. As with the Field House, any construction or 
renovation of coaches’ offices in the gym area should increase accessibility and visibility to students 
and practice areas. In all areas of the building, ventilation should be improved. 
  
At a minimum, gymnasium area renovations should include the following: 

  
 (1) Install larger lockers in the girl's locker room southeast of the current gym. Current lockers are 
 inadequate to store personal items during PE class and practices, and many are broken. 
  
 (2) Increase storage space in the gym area to secure PE equipment. Current storage closets are 
 moldy, insufficient in size, and block maintenance access. 
  
 (3) Install a permanent sound system adequate to be heard during pep rallies, games, assemblies 
 and band performances. Current mobile system is insufficient and not always available. 
  
 (4) Provide at least one multi-purpose classroom in the gym area for required classroom work. 
 Room should include desks, dry erase board, storage for textbooks and videos, wiring for 
 technology. 
  
  
7. Fine Arts  
  
As AISD’s districtwide fine arts signature program, the McCallum Fine Arts Academy draws hundreds of 
talented students from all attendance zones to pursue an intensive four-year curriculum in a variety of 
majors. Graduates of this acclaimed program often earn substantial college scholarships for their 
achievements and go on to such prestigious universities as Stanford, Yale, Harvard, Julliard, Eastman 
School of Music, Oberlin, Princeton, Parsons School of Design, Pratt Institute of New York, Art Institute 
of Chicago, and New York University, as well as the University of Texas, Rice University and other fine 
schools across Texas. 
 
As of 2016, the Fine Arts Academy had an enrollment of approximately 520 students or roughly 30% of 
McCallum’s total student body. Because the McCallum community is committed to inclusion, the 
Academy operates with an open-door policy, resulting in a high percentage of the general student 
population also participating in Fine Arts classes. In the 2015-16 school year, for example, over 1500 of 
McCallum’s 1700 students were enrolled in at least one Fine Arts course. The arts not only unite the 
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McCallum community, but a large body of research shows that participation in the Fine Arts has a 
positive impact on academic achievement, including measurably higher SAT scores. In this way, the 
presence of the Academy has a beneficial impact on the entire campus. 
 
Due to our exceptionally high enrollment in Fine Arts classes and the specialized areas of study for 
Academy majors, McCallum requires additional instructional and performance space that may exceed the 
district’s standard Educational Specifications in certain areas. 
   
The following specialized classrooms may be located in or adjacent to either the existing Fine Arts 
Building or the McCallum Theater building. 
 

A. Provide a dedicated dance studio meeting AISD High School Educational Specifications and 
sufficient to accommodate FAA dance majors, as well as general dance students, including 
dressing rooms. The dance studio is urgently needed to provide safe, sufficient facilities for 
students and instructors, and to alleviate pressure on facilities and scheduling for other 
departments (dance classes and rehearsals must currently share space with wrestling, drill team, 
and theater, as well as football during inclement weather). This was priority item for 
McCallum in the 2013 bond package, but was unfortunately grouped in one of the two bonds 
that failed. It remains a top priority item for the first available bond package.  (PRIORITY) 

 
B. Provide full size band halls to meet AISD High School Educational Specifications. 

 
C. Provide three additional music classrooms to accommodate Piano, Guitar and AP Music 

theory classes.  
 

D. Add a fourth visual arts room to new theater building (location provided in original blueprints) 
to accommodate unusually high visual arts enrollment, including Academy majors and general 
population students. McCallum has four full-time visual arts teachers to handle this high 
student load, but one teacher must currently float.  

 
E. Provide two theater classrooms to accommodate the FAA’s growing theater program, 

including over 90 Academy theater majors, plus many general population students. 
 

F. Create office space and teacher workroom for Fine Arts staff located within or adjacent to the 
fine arts complex, with appropriate FF&E (Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment).  

 
G. Diva Acoustical Shell for McCallum theater (this item was in original design, but was later 

cut). 
 
8. Administrative Suite and Faculty Center 
  
Like much of McCallum, the Administrative Suite and Faculty Center are so far out of alignment with 
current AISD High School Educational Specifications that it is difficult to know where to begin to bring 
these areas up to current standards. We are grateful to have received some interior design upgrades in 
recent years that have created a more pleasant atmosphere in these areas. However, the miniscule faculty 
lounge can barely accommodate one-tenth of the school’s teachers and the administrative suite is still a 
warren of undersized offices with poor ventilation and little natural lighting.  
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That said, the McCallum administration would much prefer the district to focus its limited resources on 
facilities to support students and programs, rather than renovating the administrative area. Therefore, we 
have limited our requests for this area to those that enhance student safety and privacy or improve 
conditions for the school’s teachers and counselors.  
 
      A. Renovate Registrar/PEIMS/Data Processing area, including HVAC system, to provide secure 

adequate storage for student records, protect student privacy and improve overall efficiency. 
(PRIORITY) 

  
B. Construct a 2000 square-foot expansion for the administrative area on the front of the school 
towards the main driveway facing Sunshine. This expansion should include a reevaluation and 
redesign of the existing space to be more functional, and should also integrate a covered area for the 
Special Education bus drop-off area (see Section 2). Such an expansion might also be incorporated 
into a multi-story classroom structure that would redefine the entrance of the school; in this case, 
administrative and faculty areas should be located on the first floor to prevent distractions in the 
classroom area. Please see Appendix B for possible location of this structure.  
 
At a minimum, an expansion of this area should: 

  
(1) Provide a secluded waiting room away from main desk in front office. 
  
(2) Increase office size for School Resource Officers to accommodate two officers and 4-6 
students. 
  
(3) Provide large conference room for administrators, approximately 800 SF, with a large 
conference table. NOTE: This conference room may be located anywhere on campus, not 
necessarily in the existing administrative area. 
  
(4) Return the existing Counselor’s Conference Room for use by that department (see Special 
Education, Section 1 above). 
 

C.  Expand teacher workroom to accommodate copiers and provide sufficient working space. 
  
D. Expand existing faculty lounge as much as possible and provide a door connecting it to outside; 
enclose and cover the adjacent area to create a faculty courtyard, furnished with weatherproof tables 
and chairs, to provide additional usable space. 
  
E. The expansion of the administrative area should also do as much as possible to meet security 
requirements contained in AISD High School Educational Specifications, including providing a clear 
view of the school entrance. This could be achieved replacing the existing hallway wall of the 
administrative area with a glass wall to provide a view of the entrance. We also recommend installing 
light tunnels to provide natural lighting in the interior offices in the administrative area. 
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Conclusion 
  
McCallum is one of AISD’s most successful ethnically and economically diverse high schools, boasting 
an active student body, outstanding faculty, committed administrators and engaged families. Its nationally 
recognized Fine Arts Academy serves over 500 students from all attendance zones and leverages 
substantial assistance from numerous community partners, providing incalculable financial and in-kind 
support for the district.  
 
For years, the McCallum community has worked with admirable spirit and creativity to transcend the 
school’s cramped, aging facilities and make the most of its limited physical resources. We are grateful for 
the help received in the district’s 2010 and 2013 bond initiatives, but many facilities required by AISD 
High School Education Specifications for today’s students remain inadequate, unsafe or simply non-
existent on our campus. Nor are our current facilities sufficient to meet the 46% growth in resident 
student enrollment projected for McCallum by 2025.  
  
We believe McCallum is worthy of significant reinvestment to bring its facilities into the 21st century and 
provide for our acclaimed programs and growing student population. We hope the 2016 McCallum 
Campus Master Plan will serve as a guide toward achieving that goal.  
 
 
 
 
Approved by the McCallum Campus Advisory Council  
May 2, 2016  
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APPENDIX A 
  

McCallum High School Snapshot 2015-16 
  
Who We Are 
• Opened 1953 
• 1700+ students and growing 

      • Strong commitment to diversity and inclusion 
• 15% African-American, 35% Hispanic, 43% Anglo, 7% Other  
• 31% Economically Disadvantaged 

      •  Home to districtwide McCallum Fine Arts Academy 
      • Broad range of academic pathways, competitive sports teams, clubs/activities 
        

McCallum Fine Arts Academy  
• Nationally recognized Signature Program serves over 500 students from all attendance zones 
• Rigorous four-year curriculum allows students to major in Visual Arts, Film, Dance, Instrumental 
Music, Voice, Piano, Performance or Technical Theater 
• 1500 of McCallum’s 1700+ students are currently enrolled in Fine Arts classes due to Academy’s 
inclusive policy 
• Academy receives no transportation for its students, unlike district magnets 
 
Honors  
• #1 National Signature School, 2015 Grammy Foundation 
• 2016 Top Global Learning School by AFS-USA and the National Society of High School Scholars 
(1 of 74 schools recognized) 
•  One of “America's Best High Schools,” Newsweek Magazine  
• Silver Medal High School, US News & World Report 
•  Ranked #10 by Children at Risk in the Greater Austin Area for 2015 
• 2005 Grammy Signature School Award for Music and Recording Arts Program  
• "Outstanding Advanced Placement School," Southwest Regional Education Board 
• Numerous state, regional and national honors for student achievement in the arts 
  
McCallum is Growing  
•  Projected 46% resident student enrollment growth by 2025 
•  Currently at 103% capacity with 1700+ students 
•  Located near Austin’s growing geographic and population centers 
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APPENDIX B  
 
 

McCALLUM HIGH SCHOOL POSSIBLE EXPANSION LOCATIONS

See additional notes on next page

A. Possible multi-story addition connecting existing English wing with existing math wing

A1. Possible extension of A across or replacing existing math wing 

B. Possible Library addition

C. Possible multi-story addition at Main Entrance

D. Possible Gymnasium expansion

E. Possible Band Hall addition

F.  Possible Field House addition

G.  Possible Field House addition

H. Possible Field House addition if softball field relocated

I.  Possible new Band Hall or addition to new theater if softball field relocated

J. New Theatre and Art rooms, 2008 Bond projects

B

D

E

C

F
A A1

G
H

IJ
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APPENDIX B (continued) 
 

Expanded Key to Aerial Photograph 
 

NOTE: The aerial photograph on the preceding page and the below key were prepared by the original 
McCallum Campus Master Plan Task Force and appeared in the 2009 plan.  Subsequent plans for possible 
expansion locations were prepared at AISD’s request in 2012 by LYM Architecture. Excerpts of this 
document appear on the pages 23-24, and a complete copy is available in the office of the McCallum 
principal. Additional plans for possible expansions are contained in Austin ISD, McCallum High School 
Athletics Facilities Assessment (April 2012, SHW Group), also available in the principal’s office.  
 
A. Possible multi-story addition connecting existing English wing with existing math wing; a two-story 
addition would create approximately 24-26 classrooms or 28,000 SF.   
  
A1. If above addition were extended across existing math wing, a two-story structure would provide an 
another 10-12 classrooms, bringing total to 34-38. Note: existing math wing was not part of original 
school and is reportedly not well constructed so teardown might be may be more practical than building 
over it.  
  
B. Possible library addition, approximately 2000 SF. 
  
C. Possible multi-story addition at main entrance, retaining light courts for existing building and pushing 
driveway out toward Sunshine; a two-story structure would create approximately 24-26 new classrooms 
or 29,000 SF. Addition would redefine main entrance, facilitate renovations to the faculty center and 
administrative areas, reduce watering requirements for existing lawn, and facilitate creation of a covered 
waiting area for bus drop off. 
  
D. Possible gymnasium expansion, gaining approximately 7000 SF in single-story structure. 
  
E. Possible band hall addition, gaining approximately 7000 SF in single-story structure. 
  
F.  Possible Field House addition, gaining approximately 1700 SF in single-story structure. 
  
G.  Possible Field House addition, gaining approximately 6100 SF in single-story structure. 
  
H. Possible Field House addition if softball field relocated, gaining approximately 16,000 SF in single-
story structure. 
  
I.  Possible new Band Hall or addition to new Theater Building if softball field relocated, gaining 
approximately 14,000 SF in single-story structure. 

 
J.  New theatre and art classrooms (existing art rooms were moved to facilitate construction of new 

science classrooms), 2008 bond project; expected completion May 2011. 
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APPENDIX B (continued)  
 

The following two pages show alternative configurations for McCallum additions and expansions. They 
are excerpted from Individual Campus Plan: Planning for McCallum High School, prepared at AISD’s 
request by LYM Architecture in April 2012. The complete document is available in the office of the 
McCallum principal.   
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APPENDIX C 
  

2016 Conditions at McCallum: Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)  
  
Built years before passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), McCallum remains 
substantially out of compliance with many provisions of the Act, compared to newer campuses. While 
most of the facility needs outlined below are self-explanatory under ADA regulations, we would like to 
note several additional issues that have been brought to our attention by the families of students with 
disabilities. 
  
The school’s main entrance is not fully covered so students with disabilities who are disembarking from, 
or waiting for, buses or other vehicles have little protection from rain or other elements. While this may 
not be strictly mandatory under ADA, it seems inhumane not to provide a sheltered area for students who 
may require extra time to disembark from, or enter, waiting vehicles. Particularly for students using 
motorized wheelchairs, loading or unloading may require many minutes leaving students and staff soaked 
during heavy rain events. 
  
In addition, though the main entrance has curb cuts from the designated handicapped parking spaces, it 
lacks curb cuts directly in front of the main door where buses and passenger cars deposit students. As one 
parent notes, “There are only curb cut-outs by the handicap parking spaces on one side. Those parking 
spaces are always taken by various employees [so] I always double park behind them. There are no cut-
outs by the front door and there are no cut-outs at the street. Handicap parking is very limited at the 
school, which I understand--but curb cut-outs make life easier for loading and unloading someone who is 
in wheelchair.” For these reasons, we have included a request for a covered front entrance with additional 
curb cuts. 
  
In addition, we have received the following requested improvements from a student who uses a 
wheelchair. Again, while these items may not be strictly mandatory under ADA, we believe such 
improvements would make the campus significantly safer and easier to navigate by students, faculty or 
anyone who finds they must use a wheelchair. 
  
• Provide an accessible restroom with privacy lock that can be accessed as needed, but 
is not open to all students (Kealing Middle School has a restroom of this type).  
  
• Improve door/ramp safety by the biology hallway staircase/ramp, which leads to 
the outside. If this area is crowded, a student using a wheelchair cannot safely use this exit. 
  
• Improve access from the journalism hallway to the outside; this exit has only a staircase, not a ramp. 
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Specific ADA Renovations Needed 
 
  

1. Renovate main entrance of school to include an attractive, functional covered entrance that will 
offer protection from the elements for students with disabilities where they disembark from buses 
and provide a fully accessible sheltered waiting area.  

 
2. Renovate women’s restroom in old Fine Arts Building to be accessible by wheelchair users. The 

current wheelchair stall does not meet minimum doorway width or minimum turnaround area 
under ADA. In fact, it is difficult to see how anyone in a wheelchair could actually use the toilet 
located in this stall. Wheelchair accessible sink also has questionable handles, which should be 
evaluated. 

 
3. Evaluate and correct on-campus parking to bring into compliance with ADA/TAS. Work may 

include restriping, signage and curb cuts as required. (Item 3I) 
 

4. Replace steps with ramps in courtyard located across from library and in courtyard located across 
from Foreign Language Hall near Room 160. In both cases, doors with ADA-compliant handles 
open onto steps, rather than a ramp, and there is no other access route into these courtyards. 

 
5. Provide an accessible restroom with privacy lock that can be accessed as needed, but is not open to 

all students, similar to one at Kealing Middle School.  
 

6. Improve door/ramp safety by the biology hallway staircase/ramp, which leads to the outside. If 
this area is crowded, a student using a wheelchair cannot safely use this exit.  

 
7. Improve access from the journalism hallway to the outside, by replacing stairs with a ramp.  

 
8. Install ADA compliant hardware on door to backstage area of old theater.  

 
9. Replace classroom doorknobs with ADA-compliant door hardware throughout the school, as 

needed. The vast majority of classroom door handles at McCallum (approximately 85) are not 
ADA-compliant. 

 
10. Check weight and pressure of all exterior doors and all large interior doors. We did not have 

suitable equipment to evaluate the pressure needed to open these doors. However, we noted that 
some exterior doors are significantly heavier than others and the door to the hallway between 
Room 159 and the gymnasium was particularly difficult to open. 

 
11. Evaluate signage throughout school for ADA-compliance.  
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Relevant ADA Regulations 
  
The below regulations correspond with the above-numbered requests, indicated by the number in 
parentheses. Complete ADA requirements are available at http://www.access-board.gov/adaag/html. 
   
  
DOOR HARDWARE (8, 9) 
  
Door Hardware. Handles, pulls, latches, locks, and other operating devices on accessible doors shall have 
a shape that is easy to grasp with one hand and does not require tight grasping, tight pinching, or twisting 
of the wrist to operate. Lever-operated mechanisms, push-type mechanisms, and U-shaped handles are 
acceptable designs. When sliding doors are fully open, operating hardware shall be exposed and usable 
from both sides. Hardware required for accessible door passage shall be mounted no higher than 48 in 
(1220 mm) above finished floor. 
  
  
DOOR OPENING FORCE (10) 
  
Door Opening Force. The maximum force for pushing or pulling open a door shall be as follows: 
  
(1) Fire doors shall have the minimum opening force allowable by the appropriate administrative 
authority. 
  
(2) Other doors. 
(a) exterior hinged doors: (Reserved). 
(b) interior hinged doors: 5 lbf (22.2N) 
(c) sliding or folding doors: 5 lbf (22.2N) 
  
  
ACCESSIBLE RESTROOMS (2) 
  
Wheelchair Restroom Stalls 
Door width: min. 32" 
Wheelchair Turning Space. The space required for a wheelchair to make a 180-degree turn is a clear space 
of 60 in (1525 mm) diameter or a T-shaped space 
  
Lavatories 
Height and Clearances. Lavatories shall be mounted with the rim or counter surface no higher than 34 in 
(865 mm) above the finish floor. Provide a clearance of at least 29 in (735 mm) above the finish floor to 
the bottom of the apron. Knee and toe clearance shall comply with Fig. 31. 
Exposed Pipes and Surfaces. Hot water and drain pipes under lavatories shall be insulated or otherwise 
configured to protect against contact. There shall be no sharp or abrasive surfaces under lavatories. 
  
Faucets 
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4.19.5 Faucets. Faucets shall comply with 4.27.4. Lever-operated, push-type, and electronically controlled 
mechanisms are examples of acceptable designs. If self-closing valves are used the faucet shall remain 
open for at least 10 seconds 
  
  
SIGNAGE (11) 
  
4.30.1  General. Signage required to be accessible by >4.1 shall comply with the applicable provisions of 
4.30.  
4.30.2  Character Proportion. Letters and numbers on signs shall have a width-to-height ratio between 3:5 
and 1:1 and a stroke-width-to-height ratio between 1:5 and 1:10. 4.30.3 Character Height. Characters and 
numbers on signs shall be sized according to the viewing distance from which they are to be read. The 
minimum height is measured using an upper case X. Lower case characters are permitted. 
Height Above Finished Floor 
Minimum Character Height 
Suspended or Projected Overhead in compliance with 4.4.2 
3 in (75 mm) minimum 
4.30.4  Raised and Brailled Characters and Pictorial Symbol Signs (Pictograms). Letters and numerals 
shall be raised 1/32 in (0.8 mm) minimum, upper case, sans serif or simple serif type and shall be 
accompanied with Grade 2 Braille. Raised characters shall be at least 5/8 in (16 mm) high, but no higher 
than 2 in (50 mm). Pictograms shall be accompanied by the equivalent verbal description placed directly 
below the pictogram. The border dimension of the pictogram shall be 6 in (152 mm) minimum in height. 
4.30.5  Finish and Contrast. The characters and background of signs shall be eggshell, matte, or other 
non-glare finish. Characters and symbols shall contrast with their background -- either light characters on 
a dark background or dark characters on a light background. 
4.30.6 Mounting Location and Height. Where permanent identification is provided for rooms and spaces, 
signs shall be installed on the wall adjacent to the latch side of the door. Where there is no wall space to 
the latch side of the door, including at double leaf doors, signs shall be placed on the nearest adjacent 
wall. Mounting height shall be 60 in (1525 mm) above the finish floor to the centerline of the sign. 
Mounting location for such signage shall be so that a person may approach within 3 in (76 mm) of 
signage without encountering protruding objects or standing within the swing of a door. 
  
  
CHANGES IN LEVEL (4, 6, 7) 
  
4.3.8 Changes in Levels. Changes in levels along an accessible route shall comply with 4.5.2. If an 
accessible route has changes in level greater than 1/2 in (13 mm), then a curb ramp, ramp, elevator, or 
platform lift (as permitted in 4.1.3 and 4.1.6) shall be provided that complies with 4.7, 4.8, 4.10, or 4.11, 
respectively. An accessible route does not include stairs, steps, or escalators. See definition of "egress, 
means of" in 3.5. 
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APPENDIX D 
 

Summary List: All Facility Needs By Category 
 

1. Special Education 
 
A. Provide full-sized conference room that conforms with High School Educational Specifications 
for legally mandated ARD/IEP meetings. (PRIORITY) 

 
2. ADA 

 
A. Install attractive, functional covering at main school entrance to provide a fully accessible 
sheltered waiting area for students with disabilities where they board or disembark from buses.  
(PRIORITY) 

 
B. Renovate restrooms in the old Fine Arts Building for ADA compliance. (PRIORITY) 
 
C. Renovate faculty restrooms in Administrative area and women’s faculty restroom in Science 
hallway for ADA compliance. 

 
C.  Bring the McCallum campus into full compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) including door hardware, door weight and pressure, parking, and ramps. See Appendix D for 
details. 
 
3. Health and Safety 

 
A. Install new exhaust fans in science classrooms to ensure safe adequate ventilation. (PRIORITY) 

 
B. Install new HVAC system in small gymnasium. This area of the school is not serviced by the 
main HVAC system, and urgently needs a new system for adequate and efficient climate control. 
(PRIORITY) 

 
C. Install new separate HVAC system in Media Tech classroom to ensure safe temperatures for 
students and equipment. (PRIORITY) 

 
D. Add security cameras to interior and exterior of school. (PRIORITY) 
 
E.  Install lights and water for the marching band’s outdoor paved practice area and provide an 
adjacent shade structure. 
 
F. Provide shade structure/cover for heavily used courtyard between Main Building and Fine Arts 
Building.  
 
 
4. Career and Technology Education (CTE) 

 
A. Provide two additional classrooms/computer labs to accommodate enrollment growth in Media 
Tech program and animation/gaming.  
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B. Provide Maker Space area with adequate room for construction, operation and storage, 
particularly for robotics, similar to the Maker Space at Anderson High School.  
 
 
5. General Classrooms/Labs Expansion  (PRIORITY) 
 
A.  Construct a multi-story addition, in combination with ground floor infill if necessary, to 
provide: 

 
 (1) Minimum of 20 new classrooms to replace existing portable buildings and provide permanent 
classrooms for full-time teachers who must currently float, as well as the CTE facilities listed in 
Section 4 above; 
 (2) Minimum of 10 additional rooms to provide appropriate conference space, work areas and 
computer labs for each department in compliance with High School Educational Specifications. These 
rooms should be located near their respective departments, whether in a new addition or in the 
existing buildings, and should include the following. 
  (a) Foreign Language: 1 875 SF fully equipped language computer lab (may be shared 
with another department if necessary); 1 800 SF storage/teacher office/prep/work area. Please note 
that existing Foreign Language Rooms should also be supplied with missing Furniture, Fixtures and 
Equipment (FF&E) to include: 5 bookcases per classroom, 1 map set per classroom, 1 globe in target 
language per classroom, 2 magazine racks per classroom, 1 high-speed audiotape recorder, 
  (b) English: 1 800 SF writing lab; 1 875 SF teacher office/prep/storage   
 room. 
  (c) Math: 1 875 SF computer lab; 1 800 SF teacher office/workroom. 
  (d) Science: 1 700 SF tech support room; 1 800 SF      
 teacher/conference/workroom, 
  (e) Social Studies: 1 750 SF multi-use computer lab; 1 800 SF teacher   
 office/prep room.  

  
B.  Evaluate and renovate existing classrooms school-wide. Renovations should include the following, 
as needed:  

 • Repair and/or increase the number of electrical outlets to accommodate modern technology;  
 • Replace chalkboards with whiteboards;  
 • Increase storage space inside classrooms;  
 • Repaint classrooms. 

 
C. Install covers for walkways linking buildings. Classrooms on the McCallum campus are housed in 
several different buildings, but few of the exterior walkways are protected from the elements. Students, 
faculty and staff would benefit greatly from simple covers to keep them dry or shaded as they travel 
across campus. Covered walkways should link the field house, theater addition and band hall with each 
other and with the main building. 
 
D. Complete locker replacement begun in previous bond initiatives. 

 
 

6. Physical Education/Athletics  
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A. Expand and renovate existing Field House:  
 
 (1) Provide adequate athletics training room. 
  
 (2) Expand and renovate boys’ dressing rooms and male coaches’ office.  
   
 (3) Provide separate designated practice areas for drill team and dance program (dance 
facilities may be constructed adjacent to new theater if relocation is deemed more practical and space 
allows).  
  
 (4) Renovate weight room. 
 
         (5) Provide a designated mat room and practice area for wrestlers. 
 

(6) Increase paved practice area for marching band to regulation size (water, lights and shade 
structure are also needed for practice area, and are listed under Health and Safety category).  

 
 (7) Improve HVAC system throughout field house, especially dressing room areas, to limit 

growth of bacteria and mold. 
 

 (8) Provide large meeting area as described in High School Educational Specifications to 
include screens, film/media/computer technology, and white boards.  

 
B. Expand and Renovate Large Gymnasium: 
 

(1) Renovate girls’ locker room, including installation of larger lockers. Current space is 
generally inefficient and current lockers, many of which are broken, are inadequate to store 
personal items during PE class and practices. 

  
 (2) Increase storage space in the gym area to secure PE equipment. Current storage closets are 

moldy, insufficient in size, and block maintenance access. 
  
 (3) Install a permanent sound system adequate to be heard during pep rallies, games, assemblies 

and band performances. Current mobile system is insufficient and not always available. 
  

 (4) Provide at least one multi-purpose classroom in the gym area for required classroom 
work. Room should include desks, dry erase board, storage for textbooks and videos, wiring for 
technology. 

  
7.  Fine Arts  
 
 A. Dedicated dance studio meeting AISD High School Educational Specifications and sufficient to 
accommodate FAA dance majors, as well as general dance students, including dressing rooms. 
(PRIORITY) 
 
B. Full size band halls to meet AISD High School Educational Specifications. 
 
C. Three additional music classrooms to accommodate Piano, Guitar and AP Music Theory classes. 
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D. Fourth visual arts room to McCallum theater (blueprints provide location) to accommodate 
continued growing enrollment, including Academy majors and general population students. 
 
E. Two theater classrooms to accommodate the FAA’s growing theater and theater tech programs, as 
well as general population students. 
 
F. Office space for Fine Arts staff and teacher workroom located within or adjacent to the fine arts 
complex, with appropriate FF&E (Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment).  
 
G. Diva Acoustical Shell for McCallum theater (this item was in original design, but was later cut). 
 
8. Administrative/Faculty   
 
A. Renovate Registrar/PEIMS/Data Processing area, including HVAC system, to provide safe 
adequate storage for records, protect student privacy and improve overall efficiency. (PRIORITY) 
 
B. Construct a 2000 square-foot expansion of the administrative area on the front of the school 
towards the driveway. At a minimum, this expansion should:  
 

(1) Provide a secluded waiting room away from main desk in front office. 
  
(2) Increase office size for School Resource Officers to accommodate two officers and 4-6 students. 
  
(3) Provide large conference room for administrators, approximately 800 SF, with a large 
conference table. Note: This conference room may be located anywhere on campus, not necessarily in 
the existing administrative area. 
  
(4) Return the existing Counselor’s Conference Room for use by that department (see Special 
Education, Section 1 above). 

 
C. Expand teacher workroom to accommodate copiers and provide sufficient workspace. 
  
D. Expand existing faculty lounge as much as possible and provide a door connecting it to outside; enclose 
the adjacent area to create a faculty courtyard, furnished with weatherproof tables and chairs, to provide 
additional usable space. 
  
E. Expansion of the administrative area should do as much as possible to meet security requirements 
contained in AISD’s Educational Specifications, including providing a clear view of the school entrance. 
This could be achieved replacing the existing hallway wall of the administrative area with a glass wall to 
provide a view of the entrance. We also recommend installing light tunnels to provide natural lighting in the 
interior area of the administrative offices.
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